
 
Lesson 1 – Number addition 
 
Equipment 
Pens, paper, worksheets, counters, calculator. Optional: number line and access to the 
internet 
 
Introduction 
 
In the first lesson we would like you to work on number bonds 
and addition. Number bonds are pairs on numbers which add 
up to a certain amount. In the example you are trying to work 
out 20 + ? = 100. The missing number being 80. You can watch 
a short video on number bonds between 1 and 10 at: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwv39j6/articles/zx3982p 
 
There is also a quiz you can do to see how much you know about number bonds between 
10 and 20. This is at: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zh8m6v4 
 
Activity 1 - number bonds to 10. 
Number bonds to 10 will all add together to make 10.  For example, 6 and 4 are a number 
bond to 10. Have a look at the worksheet to see how many number bonds you can do on 
your own, then check your answers. If you can solve the following number bonds 
problems if you struggle use your 10 counters take the first number away and count what 
you have left. 
 
Activity 2 – number bonds to 20 
Let’s see if you can do some number bonds between 10 and 20! The 
numbers are in the robot’s belly. In this example you need to find out 
what to add to 7 to get to 12.  You can count on from 7 to 12 on the 
number line and find out it takes 5 jumps to get there so the answer is 5. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Activity 3 – number bonds from 20 and beyond 
In the final activity the number bonds go beyond 20. If you need to you can always use a 
calculator to work out the answers. 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwv39j6/articles/zx3982p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zh8m6v4


Activty 1 – See if you can complete the number bonds to 10. 

 
 
 



Activity 2:   In this activity you need to find the number bond to the number 

on the robot’s belly.   
 

 
 

 



Activity 3:  You are trying to find the missing number that would make up 
the top number.  The numbers are too large to easily count-on on a number 
line.  You can find the answer by taking the number you have been given 
away from the top number. 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 



Lesson 2:  Direction 
 
Equipment: 
Worksheets, Scissors, Pencil, paper 
 
Instructions 
 
We are going to work on directions in this 
lesson. In order to be able to complete 
the activity you will need to know which 
is your left and right hands. The picture 
provides an easy way to remember which 
is your left and right hands. 
 
Activity 1 – helping an alien robot 
 
An alien has landed to do some shopping, but he is unsure where to go. Look at the 
worksheet and see if you can give him directions to get to each of the shops. If you want 
to help him find all the shops then choose another one on the map and see if you can 
help him. 
 
Activity 2 - Giving and receiving directions 
 
You will need someone to give instructions to or to give you instructions. One of you is 
going to be the robot and the other one the controller.  The controller will hide an object 
somewhere in the house.  They will then guide the robot with the instructions forward 
(one step forward) left (turn ¼ turn left) or right (turn ¼ turn right). Once the robot is near 
where the object is hidden you can give clues to where the object is hidden or use 
‘warmer’ ‘colder’ as clues. Take turns to hide and find the object. 
 
 
Activity 2 - Programming the robot. 
 
Print out activity 2 worksheet. Cut out the objects and place them on the grid.  Place the 
robot on the start square.  You need to write a ‘code’ that will let the robot collect all the 
parts and get to the end square.  The instructions you can use the create the code are 
forward 1, backward 1, turn left, turn right. If you have someone to work with you can 
arrange the parts for them and see who can collect all the pieces with the shortest code. 
 

 



Activity 1 – see if you can give directions to the shops 

 
 

 



Activity 2 – place the robot parts onto the paper. See if you can write 
instructions for the robot to collect all the parts. Remember to keep checking 
your code. 



Lesson 3: Counting  
 
Equipment:  
  
Ruler, pencils, paper, worksheets 
 
Instructions 
 
In this lesson you are going to practice counting tallying and ordering. You will also be 
working on creating a graph and using the information to answer questions. 
 
Activity 1 - Counting and tallying.   
Have a look at the worksheet. The robot needs to work out how many spare parts he has. 
Can you help them by counting each of the parts and creating a tally chart? Once you 
have done a tally chart can you then write down the frequency (number). 

 
Activity 2 - Create a graph to show the 
different quantities of robot parts. 
Now you have worked out the frequency 
lets see if you can do a graph to help the 
robot to easily see how many of which parts 
he has. Ensure you read the axis right to 
ensure your graph is correct. Once you have 
drawn your graph you can write the number 
at the top of each bar. 
 
Activity 3 – Questions? 
Can you help the robot by answering some questions about the graph? 
 
1:  Can you order the parts from most to least? 
 

Order Item Number 

1st 

 
  

2nd 

 
  

3rd 

 
  

4th 

 
  

5th 
 

  

 
2:  What is the difference between the highest and the smallest number? 
3:  Can you find the average?  (add all the numbers together and divide by 5) use a 
calculator. 



 

 
 



Activity 1 – can you complete the 
tally chart of the robot’s spare 
parts. Don’t forget that a tally 
chart has lines to represent the 
numbers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Activity 2 Create a graph to show the different quantities of robot parts. 
 
Colour in the boxes to create a graph of the robot parts that you have counted. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Lesson 4: Measures 

 
Equipment:   Ruler, tape measure, pencil, pencil-crayons or felts. 
 
Instructions  
 
In this lesson you are going to be working on measuring. You are going to 
be using estimates, non-standard and standard units of measure. 
Remember a non-stand unit of measure is a way of measuring something 
without a formal scale (in this example the pencil is 3 paperclips long). A 
standard unit of measure would be using millimetres, centimetres, and 
metres.  
 
Activity 1 - Measuring using feet or steps. 
 
You are going to pretend to be a measuring robot.  You will need to 
measure all the rooms in your house using steps. First estimate (guess) how many steps it 
will take you to cross the room.  Then see if you are correct.  Record your answers in a 
table like the one on the worksheet. 
 
If you have an adult working with you see if they take more or less steps to cross the 
room. Did your guesses get better as you measured more rooms? 
 
Activity 2 
 
In the second activity you will be using a ruler to measure and 
create your own robot. See if you can use your ruler to draw a 
shape robot.   You will need to use your ruler to check your robot 
is the right size.  The lengths of your robot’s body parts should 
match the measures in the table. 
 
Activity 3 
 
Now let’s try to work out the area of your room. 
This will only work if your room is a square or 
rectangular. You will first need to measure the 
length and then the width of the room. Then 
multiply the length and width. Length x Width = 
Area. So, if your room measures 11 steps wide x 15 
steps long, your total area will be 165 square steps. 
 



Activity 1 use the table to estimate how many steps a room is. Then see how accurate 
you are. 
 

 
 
 



Activity 2 - Drawing a robot using a ruler. 
 
See if you can use your ruler to draw a shape robot.   You will need to use your ruler to 
check your robot is the right size.  
 
The lengths of your robot’s body parts should match the measures in the table below. 
 

  
 

 
Activity 3 – area of your room 
 

Room Length Width Area 

    

    

    

    

 

 



Lesson 5:  Division using sharing 
 
Equipment:  Counters, scissors, pencil. 
 
Instructions:   
 
In this lesson you will be working on division using sharing. If you want to learn more 
about sharing and practice there is a helpful video and three sharing activities on the BBC 
bite-size learning zone: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zfxtnrd 
 
Remember - the idea of sharing is used to help explain division. When a quantity is shared 
equally between people, what you're calculating is how much each person gets (how big 
each share is). 
 
Activity 1 - Sharing batteries. 
 
The robot has 12 batteries.  He needs to share them out between different amounts of 
friends. Print off the worksheet and cut out the batteries. Now see if you can share out 
the batteries evenly for each robot.  
 
Try doing some sharing in multiples of 2 for example 12 batteries shared between 2 
robots would be 6 batteries each. See if you can write the sums out that you have just 
completed with the robots and the batteries. 12 batteries shared between 2 robots would 
be 12÷2 for example. Then try sharing the batteries between 3 and then 4 robots. 
 
Activity 2 – sharing 
 
A robot has been asked to help someone share out certain goodies. See if you can help 
him by sharing out the treats equally. Then check your answers and see if you got them 
right. You can practice some more sharing activities at home using counters. Remember 
you are working on sharing things equally. 
 
Activity 3:  Simple division questions.   
 
Now you have practiced simple division using sharing see if you can complete the 
following division questions. There are two sets of worksheets to try. The first is easy and 
the second is more challenging. If you can’t answer all the questions on the second sheet 
do as many as you can. 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zfxtnrd


 
 
 



 
Activity 2 



Activity 3 easier – simple division questions. Remember if you get stuck you can always 
use counters or even pieces of paper. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Activity 3 harder – if you found simple division easy why not try something more 
challenging! 

 
Answers: 
 

 



Lesson 6:  Shapes 
 
Equipment:  Ruler, pencil, pencil crayons, tape, glue, stapler (for building 3D robot). 
 
Instructions:   
In this lesson you will be using and working with 2D and 3D shapes. 2D shapes have sides 
and corners, and are completely flat. This includes circles, triangles, squares, rectangles, 
pentagons, hexagons and octagons! 3D shapes on the other hand are often referred to as 
solid shapes (see worksheet for common 2D and 3D 
shapes) 
 
Activity 1: 2D shape robot 
 
See if you can draw a robot using 2D shapes.  
Remember to use a ruler for straight lines. Have a look 
at the types of 2D shape you could use. Try to use at 
least 4 different shapes in your robot. Once you have 
drawn your robot see if you can answer the following 
questions. 
1:  List the shapes that are in your robot. 
2:  How many different shapes have you used. 
3:  Count the total number of sides on your robot. 
4:  Count the total number of corners on your robot. 
5:  Which shape have you used that has the most 
sides? 
6:  Which shape have you used that has the 
least sides? 
 
Activity 2 3D shapes 
 
To learn more about 3D shapes you may want 
to first watch a quick video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-
QwWFkz5hw Why not go around your house 
to see how many 3D shapes you can find. 
Compare what you have found with the list of 
3D shapes and label them. On each label try to 
describe the shape: Count the faces, edges 
and vertices (points) on your shapes. 
 
Activity 3 3D shape robot 
 
Why not create a robot out of 3D shapes! 
Here are some examples. See how many 3D 
shapes you can use. Then take a picture of 
your robot and send it to school. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-QwWFkz5hw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-QwWFkz5hw


 

 



Lesson 7 – Co-ordinates 
 
Equipment: Worksheets, pen, paper, 
scissors and a book or additional paper 
 
Instructions: 
 
Coordinates use a grid. The you always 
read the x axis first (horizontal) followed by 
the y axis (vertical). A good way to 
remember this is when you come in 
through the door you go long the corridor 
and then up the stairs. On this example the 
nut is in square C3. 
 
Activity 1 
 
Have a look at the worksheet. Cut out the robot parts and place them in correct place on 
the grid by using the coordinates. 
 
Activity 2:   
 
You will need an extra grid for this and a book to hide your grid from your partner.  Put 
you bolt somewhere on your grid and your partner will put a nut somewhere on theirs.   
 
Take it in turns to guess a coordinate where you think your partner has hidden their part.  
They will tell you if you are correct.  If you are wrong they can give you a clue (up down 
left or right from the coordinate you guessed).  Take it in turns, the winner is the first 
person to find their partners robot part. 
 
 
Activity 3: 
 
You are going to pretend to be a colouring robot.  Follow the code below and colour the 
squares the correct colour. As an extension you can colour random squares in on the grid 
below.  Write the coordinates for the squares you have coloured. 
 
As an extension activity  
 
This time use the coordinates to plot the 
coordinates. You will need to plot 
coordinates using the lines to reveal the 
shape. In the example the star is on 
coordinate (7,4). 
 
 
 



Activity 1 Cut out the robot parts. Then position them in the following coordinates: 

• Put the Nut in E,1 

• Put the Battery in D,4 

• Put the Bolt in A,3 

• Put the Spring in C,2 

• Put the Bulb in A,5 
 
 

 



Activity 3: You are going to pretend to be a colouring robot.  Follow the code below and 
colour the squares the correct colour. 
 
 

 
 
As an extension you can colour random squares in on the grid below.  Write the 
coordinates for the squares you have coloured. 



Activity 3 – extension activity 
 
This time use the coordinates to plot the coordinates. You will need to plot coordinates 
using the lines to reveal the shape. 

 
 
 



Activity 3 - Answer to the robot coordinates 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Lesson 8:  Multiplication 
 
Equipment: Worksheets, pen, paper 
 
Introduction:   
 
Multiplication uses the X symbol.  The easiest 
way to do it is to make groups of objects and 
count up how many you have in total.  For 
example, if you had 3 x 3 = you could make 3 
groups of 3 objects and count the total.  You 
should end up with 9 in total. 
 
Activity 1 
 
Start by cutting out the robot 
counters. Once you have done 
this use the robot counters to 
work out the multiplication 
questions. Then work with 
someone in your family and write 
down your own multiplication 
questions. 
 
Activity 2 
 
It’s now time to work on your 2-, 
5- and 10-time tables. See if you 
can use the multiplication grid to 
work out the answers. If it helps 
you can use the counters or a 
multiplication grid. 
 
Activity 3 
 
If you managed that see if you can 
complete the following function 
machine problems.  Multiply the 
number on the left by the number in 
the robot’s belly.  Put the answer on 
the right.  In this example you are 
working out 7 x 2 = 18 
 
You can use the counters to help you 
if you would like. 
 
 



 

 
 

 



Activity 1 – use the robot counters to help you answer the following questions 

 
 



Activity 2 – use the multiplication wheel to practice your 2, 5 and tens times tables 



 



Activity 3 can you work out the multiplications using the number in the robots belly. 



 
 


